TECHWIZ’19
Quiz-O-tech
TECHNICAL QUIZ
General Rules for Technical Quiz:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

ID CARD is mandatory.
The decision of judges will be final and will not be subjected to any change.
Participants will carry their own Android phones to play the Quiz.
Participants will have to Answer the MCQ on their Phones at our portal.
Each student will get a User-Id and Password to Login to our portal.
Questions will be in the form of Multiple Choice.
Audience shall not give any hints or clues to the participants. Otherwise next
questions will be given to the participants.
8. The students can register as a team or individually. The team comprise of
maximum 4 members.
9. Replacement of any participant of a team is not allowed after registration.
10. In case of tie for any position, same position & next lower position would be given an extra
Question to break the tie and finding the position.
11.If any team create any type of indiscipline then they are subjected to disqualification.

ROUND – 1 (SCREENING AND ELIMINATION ROUND)
1. This round contains 30 Objective questions.
2. Each team would be shown a question on the screen for 20 seconds and 25 seconds will be
given to answer the question.
3. All the teams will answer the question with their phones on our online portal .
4. There is no negative marking on incorrect answer but the game play follows the concept of
fastest finger first (i.e. Participant who respond in less time get the maximum marks).
5. Here’s how points are calculated:
• All questions offer 1000 points if you respond correctly in under 0.5 seconds.
• To calculate points, round (1000 * (1 - (( [response time] / [question timer] ) / 2 ))).
• Based on this formula, the minimum points you can receive is 500.

6. The selected teams will proceed to Round 2 on the basis of their scores.
7. The questions in this round will be a combination of questions testing technical
knowledge and general awareness.
8. There is no passing of Questions in this round.

ROUND – 2 (Rapid Fire Round)
12. There will be 30 questions in this round.
13. Each team would be shown a question on the screen for 15 seconds and 15 seconds will be
given to answer the question.
14. There is no negative marking on incorrect answer but the game play follows the concept of
fastest finger first (i.e. Participant who respond in less time get the maximum marks).
15. Here’s how points are calculated:
• All questions offer 1000 points if you respond correctly in under 0.5 seconds.
• To calculate points, round (1000 * (1 - (([response time] / [question timer] ) / 2 ))).
• Based on this formula, the minimum points you can receive is 500.
16. There is no passing of question in this round.
17. The Winner will be decided by the score.
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